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"THIRTEEN TO ONE, TAKEN! "

Flying alone on patrol today a Free French pilot saw 13 Messerschmitts

flying up the French Coast. In spite of the heavy odds against him he

circled round until he was in a position to attack.

Then, from out of the sun, he dived on the rearmost Messerschmitt,

withholding his fire until he was only fifty yards away. His first

burst sent the German diving down vertically for 10,000 feet until he

burst into flames.

The other Germans did not apparently observe the fate of their

companion and the Frenchman was able to attack another of the Messerschmitts,

making two large holes in its wing before finally diving away himself.

This free Frenchman has now destroyed at least 10 enemy aircraft.

Altogether Fighter Command pilots destroyed eight Me. 109's and two

Me. 110's during the day.

A strong fighter sweep accounted for the seven other 109s.

"There were more Me 's in the air than I’d seen for a long time"

said one of the pilots afterwards.

A New Zealand squadron was in the thick of the fighting, shooting
one Me. into the sea and probably destroying another. One of the New

Zealand pilots was forced to bale out, but two of his colleagues

circled round his parachute as he descended. Then they kept watch

above him as he sat in his rubber dingily until a rescue boat arrived.

While searching the North Sea for their squadron leader who had been

lost the day before, a formation of Spitfires came on ten Me.110's having

some bombing practice on a smoke float in the sea.

Our pilots quickly broke up the party, shooting two of the Me.110's

into the sea and damaging two others.

Two Czech pilots shared in the destruction of one of the Me.110’s.


